
 

 

 

Hi! I’m Lemar, but you’re probably here looking for The Engagement Guide℠! 

This page was designed to give you a basic introduction to diamonds in a simple, approachable way. 

Whether you’re searching for an engagement ring or just brushing up on diamond knowledge, I look 

forward to answering your questions and guiding you to the “perfect rock.” 

Welcome to the wonderful world of diamonds! *grins giddily* 

 

First, Some Notes About Precious Metals   

• 14k gold (white/yellow/rose) is the standard for fine jewelry in the US 

• Platinum is more durable than gold, but generally more expensive because of its density and 

rarity  

• ALL white gold is rhodium plated (or should be). This is a good thing; it gives it a bright, white, 

shiny finish 

o Yes, rhodium fades over time, but it’s not something you usually have to worry about for 

several years. Once the ring seems to grow dull, simply have it re-dipped 

• Rose gold receives its color from copper. Depending on where you shop, the tone will be 

different. It’s wise to see your jeweler’s version of “rose” in person before committing 

The Engagement Guide℠ says: White gold is usually a safe bet for diamond jewelry because it helps your 

diamond appear even whiter/brighter 

 

Now Let’s Talk Diamonds!  

There are “4 C’s of Diamond Buying” 

1. Cut: This is the most important factor in that it impacts the diamond value the most. Assuming 

you shop at a reputable retailer, most diamonds you encounter will be cut well. Avoid any 

diamonds that fall within the “poor” or “fair” category as an inferior cut will dull a diamond with 

even the finest qualities 

The Engagement Guide℠ says: Modernizations in diamond cutting has made it far easier to achieve an 

excellent diamond cut. If your budget allows, don’t settle for anything below “very good” 

 

Left to Right: Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, Excellent  

 

 



 

2. Color: Once you go white, nothing else seems right! To grade color (which is technically the lack 

of color), we use an alphabetical scale that starts at “D” which is the BEST. E & F are also 

“colorless” and also very rare/expensive. G-J all fall in the “near colorless” range which is a good 

place to be if you want to intersect value and quality. You can go a bit beyond that, but once you 

hit “K,” the diamond starts to become noticeably yellow to most 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Carat Weight: People often confuse this with “size.” However, carat weight is an actual 

measurement of the diamond’s weight. A 1 ct pear shape diamond can look completely different 

than a 1 ct heart shape diamond because of the dimensions, yet weigh the exact same 

The Engagement Guide℠ says: Diamond pricing goes up exponentially at “major intervals.” If you are set 

on a 1.5 ct diamond but budget matters to you, you should also consider something like a 1.39 or 1.44 

carat diamond. These slightly smaller carat weights will be priced more conservatively than a 1.5 ct 

diamond with the same quality characteristics 

 

4. Clarity: 

This refers to the inclusions or flaws that are visible under 10x magnification. The fewer the inclusions, 

the more beautiful and the more valuable!  

Flawless: Literal perfection. Not a blemish or spot in sight- just like Jesus. This is the best. VERY rare and 

VERY expensive. If you can afford this, I’ll send you my CashApp  

Internally Flawless: It’s perfect on the inside. However, there may be minor blemishes on the surface of 

the diamond from the polishing process 

VVS: This stands for “very very slightly included.” This is the quality of diamonds you’ll usually hear about 

in popular culture. There are also subcategories of VVS with VVS1 being superior to VVS2. I know…there 

are a lot of numbers! If Jay-Z wears VVS cufflinks (please reference Beyonce’s 2006 hit Upgrade U), then 

it’s a bit too rich for my blood 

VS: A healthy chunk of diamond sales will be in this category. Again, VS1 is superior to VS2 so that’s 

preferred. These inclusions will be minor and still require some effort to see under magnification  

SI- These diamonds aren’t bad, but obviously begin to show more inclusions. Some flaws may be visible to 

the naked eye. Still, many diamonds are purchased in this category as well 

I- There’s no denying it. These are “included.” These are the diamond specials you’ll see for $50. 

Especially in a larger diamond for an engagement ring, it’s gonna be a no for me dawg 



The Engagement Guide℠ says: There’s a minimal difference between grades within each category and it’s 

fairly subjective. As a general rule, if there’s a diamond that looks amazing and you can’t tell that it’s a 

VS2 over a VS1, buy it! Save a few dollars and trust that no one can tell any difference unless they’re a 

trained diamond grader  

 

 

 

 

It’s All About the Dolla Dolla Bills 

So how do all of these factors converge to affect price? Well, for arguments sake, let’s say your budget is 

$5,500 which is roughly the average spend on an engagement ring in the US. Here’s a snapshot of the 

diamond you could get within my recommended parameters (remaining budget goes to the setting):  

1 ct round G-H color S1 clarity Very good cut  ≈  $4,500  

 

The Engagement Guide℠ says: Finding the perfect diamond is a game of compromise! The above is a 

loose guideline and could change drastically depending on retailer and what is available on the market at 

the time. You can pick and choose how you manipulate each of the 4 C’s to find a diamond that fits 

perfectly within your preferences and budget! Just keep in mind that a higher quality diamond will hold 

its value better and provide more opportunities for upgrades/trade-ins in the future if you decide to go 

that route!  

 

 

 

Thanks! 

By no means is this an all-encompassing education on diamond shopping, but hopefully it helps to 

eliminate some confusion and guide you on your way to making the best decision.  And remember - the 

best decision is the best decision for YOU.  

Have questions? Need help? Curious about other gemstones? Let me know.  

 

Cheers, 

The Engagement Guide℠ 

TheEngagementGuide@gmail.com 


